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An Italian wanted to marry a Moldavian girl, whom he met in
Internet, but because of misunderstanding and fear of being
killed he fled into the woods.
How do the Italians choose partners
Today with the help of internet you can buy anything online, just
looking through the pages of online shops and choosing a
product on the basis of its photo and description. Such portals like eBay offer everything,
absolutely everything, books, flowers, software, hardware, laptops, clothing and much,
much more.. Today with a computer you can even find a partner in internet!
The Italians are people who are never satisfied with what they can buy in local stores or in
their city, they are unpatriotic, which is proved by the fact that when they buy a car in most
cases it will be a foreign one, maybe German or probably French.
And what about women? The Italians have the same principle when choosing women.
Many Italians want to find a foreign girl, preferably an Eastern European, Russian,
Ukrainian, Romanian or Moldavian, just not an Italian one!
In internet there are now many dating sites offering to get to know girls from the East and
there are also such types of sites which use video chat in order to make perspective
partners see each other with a web cam. Today in eastern Europe, including Russia, the
business of online erotic chats brings considerable revenues of millions of euros, and a
large number of their clients are exactly Italian men.
But not every virtual love story becomes a real relationship. Here is the experience of an
Italian guy of 34 years, who met a Moldavian girl in internet and decided to marry her, but
he didn't expected what adventures he would later encounter.
An Italian escapes before the altar in the woods
A few days ago a men was found in the woods in Moldova, Marcello Pau had disappeared
three weeks ago without having done anything illegal or hurt someone. The 34-year-old
Italian guy just had arrived in Moldova two months before with intention to marry a girl he
met in Internet.
Marcello's escape is explained by an absurd accident, a mistake probably due to the
language barrier. According to the official version, the Italian arrived in Moldova and met
some people with whom he went in the country. During a conversation of his mates
Marcello heard the phrase "cu asa caldura poti ajunge la moarte", which means "with such
a heat one can easily die", but the Italian would have interpreted those words as
addressed to him in the sense of threat and thought the men had intention to kill him, that
is why Marcello escaped into the woods.
The Moldavian men couldn't find the foreign friend and informed the police. Some days
ago the Italian hermit was discovered by a ranger. Marcello had settled a few miles from
the edge of the forest and had built a hut (cabin), in which he hid himself from everyone,
coming out only at night in search of food. He ate green grapes, mushrooms and berries,

everything that was edible in that area. The doctors said that despite the exhaustion, the
Italian is healthy, but has some psychological problems. In fact the Italian Robinson had
gotten over rain, heat and mosquitoes.
Investigators have found a rusty tin near the cabin with a sheet of paper inside with the
name and surname of the fugitive on it. In the last days of isolation Marcello Pau had lost
any hope of being saved and did not expect anything but death.
Though, it is hard to believe that a simple misunderstanding could provoke such a fear and
desire to avoid people and become a hermit. The fact is that in communication not only
language is important, but also intonation, gestures and mimicry. Those who plan a murder
don't speak in front of the victim with a normal voice. Moreover, if a person suspects a
threat, he tries to find more confirmation for his fears. A sentence is not enough! Surely the
escape of the Italian should have had some more significant reasons and one can expect
that the danger for his life was real. Otherwise he must have had psychological problems
even before his journey to Moldova.
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